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	FOUR-FOUR-TWO stands for four on the floor, four-barrel carb, and dual exhausts. The factory engineered all this for police pursuit work, but the 442 is now available to the public at large. Our test car also had heavy-duty suspension and 20 extra hor...
	The characteristic that impressed us most about the 442 was its extremely wide performance range. Even with the wilder cam, it'd idle smoothly and quietly in traffic, then pull from as low as 15 mph in fourth without bucking or stalling. It isn't a ca...
	The 442 would come alive and roar when given its head on the track. No limited-slip rear axle was fitted to our test car. It would've improved performance and driving pleasure considerably. Nevertheless, straightaway acceleration was impressive. Zero ...
	The engine's wide torque range, plus the optional 3.55 axle, are a good match. The times quoted for highway passing were outstanding, but we made them in second gear. Leaving the car in fourth, it still accelerated from 40 to 60 mph in 6.9 seconds and...
	As we said before, the heavy-duty suspension components are a big improvement over the F-85's usually soft ride. Hard cornering brought out a minimum of body lean. The car felt stable and controllable and could be cornered fast with confidence. The co...
	Our lead picture shows this graphically. Oldsmobile offers heavy-duty brakes with metallic linings, and we heartily recommend them, especially for a car like the 442 that's intended for faster-than-normal motoring. Our test car had the standard drums....
	Mileage was more or less what we made it. Out at the Riverside track during performance and high-speed testing, mileage dropped down to an eight mpg low. With the car's 10.25 compression ratio, we could use only premium. Steady highway driving at 65-7...
	Oldsmobile's power steering, with four full turns between locks, may be fine for regular passenger cars, but again, we feel it's a bit too slow for a car of the 442's caliber. It was smooth enough but a little vague in action. Since many makers refuse...
	As it was, the Cutlass proved quite comfortable for trips of any length. Foam-padded buckets give good lateral and under-leg support, with the power seat lending almost infinite adjustability. The padded dash is a Cutlass standard item, but we'd prefe...
	Four-four-two stands for four on the floor, a four-barrel carb, and dual exhausts. It's Oldsmobile's answer to the extra-hot items offered by the competition, and it serves its intended purpose well. It offers Oldsmobile owners interested in performan...
	Naturally, a few items leave some room for improvement, but as we drove it, the F-85 Cutlass 442 is quite an automobile. It's extremely wide range of good traffic tractability to all-out dragstrip performance was impressive. Its fuel economy was surpr...
	1964 OLDS F-85 CUTLASS 442 2-door, 5-passenger hardtop
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